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Foreword
We established Beacon Multi-Academy Trust when our Beacon Business Innovation Hub
(BBIH) free school application was approved in 2014. The Trust incorporates: Beal High
School; The Forest Academy; a specialist 11-18 autistic unit on both mainstream sites;
Beacon Business Innovation Hub and NELTA (North East London Teaching Alliance)
incorporating our SCITT.
Our mission is to work together to raise standards in education for all, as we believe every
young person deserves the best education possible. Our core purpose and vision is simple:
we want all students to reach their full potential; through high expectations inclusive
practice; with our schools at the heart of the communities they serve.
This Strategic Plan 2018 - 2021 outlines the goals and targets of the Trust over the next three
years, reviewed and measured annually.
The strategic plan:


Shares and defines the vision of the Board for the next three years



Expands on the Trust’s strategic objectives



Defines the key goals and performance indicators that will demonstrate our successes
and the success of the academies and SCITT



Outline financial management, growth strategy linked to business efficiency and
effectiveness



Builds upon the individual academy and SCITT successes already achieved

Underpinning the Strategic Plan will be our business plan along with financial, marketing and
school improvement plans. These plans will be tracked through the year by the Trust
Executive which will, in turn, report to the Board.
The DfE have just approved our significant change proposal to amalgamate the two sixth
forms to create one unified sixth form of 1000 students by 2019-20 located on both school
sites. The Forest Academy will become an 11-16 school from September 2018 (NOR 900)
and Beal High School will remain 11-18 and expand to 2800 students by 2019-20 making it
the largest secondary school in England.
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BEACON VISION & VALUES
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LEAD WITH PASSION AND INTEGRITY

•
•
•
•

Be authentic: role model desired behaviours and act with
integrity and transparency
Inspire others: communicate with passion and purpose in a
timely and consistent manner
Drive change: articulate a vision and energise others for
improvement and change
Champion success: engender a climate of possibility and
celebrate success

BUILD AN INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY
•
•
•
•

Broaden horizons: make connections beyond your role and
context; create partnerships across and outside of the Trust
Bring people together: build inclusive teams that embrace
diversity and respect differences
Build great relationships: foster trust, collaboration and
camaraderie broadly and at all levels
Share practice: foster an environment that encourages openness
and learning from each other
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GROW OUR PEOPLE
•
•

•

•

Focus on the whole person: get to know individuals across
the Trust and understand what success looks like for them
Provide stretch challenges: create opportunities for people
to build skills and capability; encourage measured risktaking and active experimentation
Be a great coach: help people to be successful by being
approachable, accessible and by flexing your style to meet
their needs
Grow yourself: take responsibility for your own growth and
development by pushing yourself to do your best; be
knowledgeable in your field and embrace lifelong learning

Grow our

DRIVE EXCELLENCE
•

•

•
•

Raise standards: go above and beyond expectations;
focus on improvements and high standards of
excellence, ensuring consistent and high quality
outcomes
Be proactive: identify and willingly tackle presenting and
potential issues; take ownership for outcomes and follow
through to completion with resilience
Empower people: make roles and responsibilities clear
and encourage others to take personal accountability
Create a safe environment: provide resources and
implement policies so that students, staff and other
groups are safe and well-cared for at all times
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THINK RESOURCEFULLY
•
•
•
•

Identify opportunities: scan the external environment to
capitalise on opportunities and manage potential risks
Think broadly: develop solutions based on deep insight
into what drives student outcomes
Make sound decisions: use a balance of intuition,
experience and analytical rigour
Champion innovation: create space for breakthrough
thinking

Think
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Beacon Academy Trust Core Strategy – 3 year plan
Strategic Objectives

SO1: Further improving outcomes for children and young people and the Ofsted grades of
academies in the Trust
o Raise attainment and improve progress
o Future proof BMAT leadership succession planning and talent management
o Staff recruitment and retention
SO2: Ensuring a financially viable and sustainable MAT
o Continuously improve the quality of provision whilst balancing the budget
o Financial management, business efficiencies and growth strategy
o Central Services Efficiency and VfM
SO3: Risk management – strategic monitoring against KPIs
o Strategic and education policy context
o Build a strong, scalable MAT infrastructure
o Key strategic risks and mitigating actions
SO4: Ensure strong leadership and governance


School improvement and effectiveness strategies in place



Enhancing the governance at board level



Development of a key performance indicators (KPIs) to track Trust Executive and
school improvement targets
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SO1: Further improving outcomes for children and young people and the Ofsted grades of academies in
the trust
KPIs
Raise attainment and
improve progress

Future proof BMAT
leadership succession
planning and talent
management
Staff recruitment and
retention

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

In year predicted
targets met or
exceeded

All schools good or
outstanding

All schools good or
outstanding

Review underway
linked to local and
national trends

Review completed and
strategic succession
plan implemented

Leadership capacity
to support growth
plans

Above local and
national averages

Above local and
national averages

Above local and
national averages

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Curriculum efficiency
reviewhas positive
impact on the quality
of provison

Positive impact on
quality of provision
measurable in year and
by outcomes

Measurable
improvement of
quality of provision
quality assured and
sustainable

In year milestones met
and exceeded to date.
Review underway,
growth plan draft to be
agreed

In year targets
exceeded

Consolidation and
growth strategy
implemented

On target

Forecast economies
Trust growth supports
and efficiency achieved continuous
improvement and
efficiency

SO2: Ensuring a financially viable and sustainable MAT1
KPIs
Continuously improve the
quality of provision whilst
balancing the budget

Financial management,
business efficiencies and
growth strategy

Central Services Efficiency
and VfM

1

RSC support
consolidation and
growth plan

BMAT Finance strategy and plan
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SO3: Risk management – strategic monitoring against KPIs
KPIs
Strategic and education
policy context

Build a strong, scalable
MAT infrastructure

Key strategic risks and
mitigating actions

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Pre-emptive SOs
linked to trust need,
local and national
policy context –NFF
high risk

Pre-emptive SOs
linked to trust need,
local and national
policy context

Pre-emptive SOs
linked to trust need,
local and national
policy context

Linked to SO2 targets
and milestones

MAT infrastructure
sustainable, provides
VfM and capacity for
growth

MAT infrastructure
sustainable, provides
VfM and capacity for
growth

Identified and
monitored, mitigating
actions in place2

Trust financial
efficiencies and
student recruitment
significantly reduce
key strategic risks

Trust financial
efficiencies and
student recruitment
significantly reduce
key strategic risks

Year 2

Year 3

Student recruitment
supports school
effectiveness – all
schools good or
outstanding

Student recruitment
supports school
effectiveness – all
schools good or
outstanding

SO4: Ensure strong leadership and governance
KPIs

Year 1

School improvement and
Projections indicate
effectiveness strategies
schools and SCITT
3
in place
meeting or exceeding
outcomes targets
Rigorous financial
governance at board
level

Achieved in year4and
consolidated

Succession planning
and training mapped
to skills audit and AFH
2018

Succession planning
and training mapped
to skills audit and
AFH 2019

Development of a key
performance indicators
(KPIs) to track Trust
Executive and school
targets

Developed in year at
board, LGB and school
level

KPIs tracked and
monitored against
agreed targets by
board and LGBs

KPIs tracked and
monitored against
agreed targets by
board and LGBs

2

BMAT Risk Register
School standards and effectiveness and improvement plans
4 BMAT Governance action plan
3
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Our Schools and NELTA
Beal High School
As an Outstanding school, Beal High School is at the heart of the Beacon Multi - Academy Trust.
We are committed to working in partnership with The Forest Academy, The Beacon Business
Innovation Hub and NELTA – North East London Teaching Alliance and SCITT - to provide high
quality learning experiences for all students
Beal is currently one of the largest secondary schools in the UK and our examination results
consistently place us in the top 20% of schools for achievement and progress. The vast majority
of our students come from the catchment area. The local community is ethnically diverse and
this is reflected in our intake with 48 languages registered as first language across the school.
The number of students in receipt of free school meals is below average but increasing. The
average SEND per year is 9% with a disproportionate number in Year 8 – 19%
Included on the Beal roll (and in outcomes) is the Beacon Communication School for students
with a range of social communication difficulties including Autism and Asperger’s syndrome.
The Beal campus also hosts The Beacon Business Innovation Hub.
2017 – 18 Strategic improvement priorities for Beal High School:
The purpose of these priorities is to drive rigorous, engaging, authentic learning; securing
confident outcomes and futures for our students through high quality provision and by
strengthening and sharing best practice; developing leadership capacity and expertise.
Outcomes: Maintain and improve 2017 +10% increase in GSCE A*-C (4) improvement with first
360 cohort including significant number of students from BCS
Leadership and management: Maintain and improve exceptional provision with reduced
funding
Teaching and learning: Secure the quality and consistency of inclusive teaching for all students;
improving the outcomes for those with ECHP and SEND
Personal development and behaviour: Ensure safeguarding remains effective despite local and
national challenges; secure strong, sustained and effective community cohesion and parental
engagement
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The Forest Academy
The Forest Academy is integral to the Beacon Multi - Academy Trust along with Beal High
School, BBIH and NELTA. The Forest Academy was judged as a good school by Ofsted in
December 2017.
In 2017, KS4 progress was strong with every group; low, middle and high prior attainment
and each P8 element; English, Maths, English Baccalaureate and Open made positive
progress. The Academy’s target groups last year were disadvantaged students (46%) and
MABLE students (29%) and both made better progress than the others. KS5 progress was
similarly strong with TFA being ranked third for A Level progress in Redbridge, a high
performing LA with selective and faith schools. The 2018 results are on track to be even
better. The DfE have approved the amalgamation of the two Trust sixth forms co-located on
both school sites. The Forest Academy will become an 11-16 school from September 2018,
with all students guaranteed a place in the Beal Sixth Form
2017 - 18 Strategic improvement priorities for The Forest Academy are:





To increase the roll significantly in Year 7 and stabilise Years 8-115
To improve the good provision with reduced funding
The smooth integration of the TFA ASD unit into the school
The effective launch of the Beal Sixth Form on the TFA site

Beacon Business Innovation Hub
Beacon Business Innovation Hub is a 14-19 Alternative Provision. The school was inspected
in July 2017 and judged as requiring improvement, but rapidly improving.
BBIH provides a range of pathways for students who experience difficulties in mainstream.
BBIH is not a behavioural unit; our students present complex needs around learning
difficulties, some medical needs and mental health.
2017-18 has seen a radical change in the school approach to meeting students’ needs and a
revised curriculum offer allows students to access vocational course alongside more
traditional GCSEs.
2017-18 strategic improvement priorities for BBIH are:
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Rapid improvement that secures Ofsted ‘good’ judgement
Significantly improve outcomes in English and maths
Establish a relevant and flexible curriculum which can be developed in 2018-19
Training programme meets the need of the staff and to ensure the consistency of
good and better teaching

TFA marketing strategy and action plan
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NELTA (North East London Teaching Alliance),
Beal High School is the lead school, in a partnership of 14 secondary school and 7 primary
schools within Redbridge and beyond. We have close relationships with UCL and King’s as ITT
providers and NELTA is also an accredited ITT provider (SCITT) in its own right. We achieved
an Ofsted grade of Outstanding in the inspection of our Initial Teacher Training provision in
2017. Outcomes for our trainees are exceptional with outstanding completion rates, all
trainees being graded good or outstanding against the Teachers’ Standards by the end of the
programme and excellent employment rates for our trainees.
NELTA is committed to delivering a comprehensive and bespoke training experience and
supporting the development of the next generation of teachers and school leaders.
We offer secondary teacher training in most subjects, both via the tuition fee and salaried
routes. We have developed strong and active subject support networks and have over 30
SLEs/consultants who can deliver school to school support.
NELTA has also been commissioned by the DfE to support the recruitment, acclimatisation
and continuing professional development of internationally trained Maths and Physics
Teachers for North East London and the East of England.
2017/2018 Strategic improvement priorities for Initial Teacher Training are:




Increase the proportion of outstanding trainees by improving attainment in Teachers’
Standard 5 (adapting teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all
pupils) and Teachers’ Standard 6 (accurate and productive use of assessment)
Continue to develop the quality and consistency of mentoring so that trainees benefit
from high standards across the partnership
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Risk Management
For Beacon Academy Trust, risk management is a key governance task for the Trust board. The Board
has delegated the task of monitoring the Trust’s Strategic Risk Register to the Finance & Risk
Committee. Individual Local Governing Bodies have delegated operational risk management
processes, including premises and Health & Safety.
Feedback from the operational level informs the Strategic Risk Register through the escalation route.
Each Academy and the SCITT within Beacon Academy Trust also conducts their own individual Risk
Assessments, including those for safeguarding, premises, Health & Safety.
The Trust actively seeks to recognise both threats and opportunities, and decides how to respond to
them, including the setting of internal controls. It takes a strategic view of risk across the Trust,
factoring together all the relevant input it can reasonably use. For example, it may consider to what
extent risks interact, cumulate or cancel each other out. Consideration of risk features in all the
board’s significant decisions.
6. Strategic delegation
of management,
coupled with the
reporting of risks
through the Trust
enables the board to
track performance

7. Using this feedback,
the board takes an
overview, and may
adjust decisions

5. The board decides
which risks matter
and what action
should be taken, if
any.

8. Back

to step 1 and
iterate as the board
chooses.

BMAT
Risk Management
Cycle
4. The board scans the
horizon for any
remote overlooked
risks.

1. The board defines
the Trust’s risk
tolerance

3. The Trust assesses
the risks identified
and the likelihood of
their possible impact,
identifying which are
beyond tolerance and
when.

2. The Trust identifies
and categorises its
risks on the risk
register – Key
strategic risks and
mitigating actions
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Our Resources
Beacon is a medium sized MAT with an annual income of circa £21 million. Since June 2017
we undertook an efficiency review across the Trust and have achieved significant savings
since our inception in February 2014. We will continue to seek further efficiencies whilst
ensuring we are still able to discharge our statutory functions.

We will not compromise on the quality of our educational provision and our ability to
respond quickly to emerging education policy and issues must be protected. We are
committed to improving the way we do things while guaranteeing the quality of our
educational delivery. Our schools and central services are undergoing efficiency reviews that
include curriculum, contracts and procurement, change and growth strategies.

We will achieve further structural savings with our strategic focus on providing and
exceptional educational experience for our students coupled with our commitment to
providing value for money.

We have a medium term financial strategy which projects the Trusts income and expenditure
against each of our four strategic objectives to ensure our ambition is affordable and
sustainable.
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